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Yes, angels are real. They are not the product of your imagination. “If we had open spiritual

eyes we would see not only a world filled with evil spirits and powers—but also powerful angels

with drawn swords, set for our defense.”—Billy GrahamDr. Graham lifts the veil between the

visible and the invisible world to give us an eye-opening account of these behind-the-scenes

agents. This best-selling classic records the experiences of Dr. Graham and others who are

convinced that at moments of special need they have been attended by angels. With keen

insight and conviction, Dr. Graham affirms that: God's invisible hosts are better organized than

any of the armies of man—or Satan.Angels "think, feel, will, and display emotions."Angels

guide, comfort, and provide for people in the midst of suffering and persecution.At death, the

faithful will be ushered by angels into the presence of God.  
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Richard Hendrix was ten years old, he lived in the small coal-mining town of Carbon Hill,

Alabama. The Hendrix home sat on the edge of a forest and had a spanning porch where his

mother and grandmother worked peeling apples or snapping beans. Richard loved to play with

his friends in the nearby woods, especially around a large, overturned pine tree.One day, as

the family sat on the porch, a stranger approached. Since Carbon Hill was a small town,

everyone knew the neighbors. The man, however, was unknown to them. He displayed Native

American features and was toting a rifle. He asked if he could walk around and hunt

snakes.“Mama ordinarily would have told him to come back when Dad was home,” Richard told

me, “but for some reason she gave him permission. It seemed as though he belonged there;

we felt safe in his presence.”The stranger walked straight down to the fallen pine tree as though

he knew where he was going. It was a distance away, out of sight from the house, and no one

had mentioned the spot to him. But, few moments later the air cracked with rifle shots. Shortly,

the stranger reappeared with three large rattlesnakes. The largest had twenty rattlers. He had

shot them where the children would soon have been playing. The man turned and walked back

down the road and was never seen again.“We asked about him,” said Richard, “but nobody

knew him, and nobody in the neighborhood saw him come or go. If any of us had been bitten

by one of the snakes, we wouldn’t have survived long enough to get to the hospital twenty

miles away. I’ve always wondered if it was a coincidence or if we saw an angel without realizing

it. I might not be alive today if not for this mysterious stranger showing up unannounced at our



house that summer day in 1960.”1Coincidence? Mysterious stranger? Or angel? My files are

bulging with stories like this, and many of them appear for the first time in print in this book.

Some of these mysterious strangers are undoubtedly ordinary humans who showed up at just

the right time in the providence of God. But I believe that others are angels, for the Bible

speaks openly of their reality and activity in our world. Hebrews 13:2 says, “Do not forget to

entertain strangers, for by so doing some people have entertained angels without knowing

it.”This book represents a long-term effort on my part to understand the subject of angels in the

teachings of the Bible and the story of Christ, in Christian and missionary history, and in

everyday life. I’m not a speculator or enthusiast. I’m a Bible teacher devoted to “rightly dividing”

the Word of God (2 Timothy 2:15 NKJV). There’s no need to be fanciful or fanatical on this

subject, for the Bible provides enough solid data for a satisfying understanding of these

mysterious creatures. I’m not sure I’ve ever seen an angel, but I’m not sure I haven’t. In these

pages, I want to show you from Scripture and from a handful of first-person accounts what

God’s angels do—and what they do for us. As the hymnist said:I believe that others are angels,

for the Bible speaks openly of their reality and activity in our world.All night, all day. Angels

watching over me, my Lord.I’ve seldom studied a topic that so uplifted my spirits. I hope this

book will do the same for you. Many thanks to those who have helped in this effort, especially

my editors, Jack Countryman, Laura Minchew, Lisa Stilwell, and Jennifer Barrow; my agent,

Chris Ferebee; and my associates, Sherry Anderson, Joshua Rowe, Stephen Fox, Michael

Walker, and David Gibson. These partners may not be angels, but they sure make an

unbeatable team! I’m also eager to thank my wife, Katrina, for her support and advice. I’m

grateful for all who have shared their “mysterious stranger” stories with me. If you have such a

story, or you’d like more information about the resources we provide (including a study guide

for this book), please contact me at .PART ONE Angels . . .ONEWHAT THE BIBLE SAYS about

AngelsDr. Richard Hipps, a friend from Memphis, shared something that happened to his

grandmother in 1916. She was about ten, living with her widowed father in Asheville, North

Carolina. He worked in the rock quarry. “Granny’s job,” said Richard, “was to take lunch to her

father every day, but that required crossing a long bridge over the French Broad River. Granny

was terrified of that bridge, and one day she was so overcome with fear that she couldn’t bring

herself to cross it. Sitting at the end of the bridge, she put her head down and began to cry.

Suddenly she heard a voice saying, ‘Honey, if you’re afraid to cross the bridge, I’ll walk with

you.’ Looking up, she saw a blue-eyed man with a bright countenance. He was holding his

horse by the reins.”The horse and its rider escorted the little girl over the bridge, and all fear left

her. They talked about the beauty of the blue sky and about the Lord’s protective care. He told

her she didn’t need to be afraid anymore.“As they approached the end of the bridge,” Richard

said, “Granny turned to thank the man for his company. Before her eyes, both he and his horse

vanished.”Angels are commonplace, a natural part of the environment.Richard’s grandmother

continued telling this story into her eighties, and it served to comfort her throughout her life.

Now it’s a treasured story that has been passed down from generation to generation.2This

story sounds like so many of the Bible stories I’ve read since childhood. The Word of God is

our primary source of information—the only authoritative and infallible one— on the intriguing

subject of angels. It’s easy to take flying leaps of fancy on this theme, but what does the Bible

say?That was my standard when I worked my way through every book of the Bible, tracking

down each reference to angels until I came to the grand crescendo of angelic activity

permeating the book of Revelation. I found 234 specific passages about angels, and another

278 times when God is referred to as the “Lord of hosts” (“hosts” being the angelic armies of

heaven). Angels are referenced in thirty-nine books of the Bible—nineteen in the Old



Testament and twenty in the New, and the range of angelic activity spans the Scriptures from

Genesis 3:24 to Revelation 22:16. As John Hunter put it, “We can as easily think of summer

without flowers as of the Bible without angels.”3As I pondered these passages, I was struck

with how matter-of-factly the Bible treats this topic. The Lord doesn’t try to convince us of the

existence of angels or persuade us of their reality; He doesn’t think of them as curious or

bizarre creatures as we do, but as a normal part of His created order. In His world, angels are

commonplace, a natural part of the environment. The biblical writers understood that there is a

spiritual zone surrounding the earth where much unseen angelic and demonic activity exists.

Famed pastor Charles Haddon Spurgeon once proclaimed, “I do not know how to explain it; I

cannot tell how it is; but I believe angels have a great deal to do with the business of this

world.”4In biblical text, angels pop in and out of stories as naturally as we’d drop into a coffee

shop or duck out of an office. They’re not mentioned gratuitously, and truth be told, it seems

most Bible characters never knowingly saw an angel. Nevertheless, when needed, there they

were. Angels comforted Hagar in the desert, delivered Lot from Sodom, guided Israel through

the wilderness, fed Elijah under the juniper tree, surrounded Elisha with chariots of fire, saved

Hezekiah from Assyria’s onslaught, led Isaiah to spiritual commitment, directed Ezekiel into

ministry, surrounded Jesus through every phase of His work, bore Lazarus to heaven,

delivered Peter from prison, comforted Paul aboard a sinking ship, and gave John a VIP tour of

New Jerusalem.To believe the Bible is to believe in angels.Sometimes these heavenly visitants

appeared in human form and sometimes in superhuman splendor. Sometimes they were

recognized as supernatural, but on other occasions they appeared as run-of-the-mill strangers.

Sometimes the angels appeared in ones or twos, other times in multitudes. Some had wings;

others didn’t. Sometimes their feet were on the ground; sometimes they hovered in the sky.

Often they materialized in three-dimensional reality, but occasionally they slipped into a

person’s dreams. Sometimes they were visible, but often they maintained their invisibility. In

Revelation 18:1, an angel descended from heaven with such sunlike brilliance that the entire

earth was illumined by his splendor.I came away from my study realizing that when God made

the cosmos, He created many diverse life forms—fungi and bacteria, plants and animals, fish

and birds, humans and angels. To God, angels are just as conventional as any other creature;

they’re part of the diversity of life that fills heaven and earth. They are interplanetary creatures

who travel easily and instantly between dimensions of reality, between the spiritual and

physical realms. They are virtually everywhere, even around me as I write this book and

around you as you read it. They comprise our celestial family.As we trace this theme through

the Bible, we find angels treated realistically, but not paraded or flaunted. Their existence and

enterprises are assumed, and we’re assured of their concern for us. But they are never

hyperpresented in Scripture. In fact, as my friend Dr. David Jeremiah observed, “Everything

Scripture says concerning angels is in connection with something else as the main theme.

There are no pages or passages whose central purpose is to spell out a doctrine of

angels.”5To me, this is an astounding insight that subtly demonstrates the truthfulness of

Scripture. If I were composing a supernatural book like a Bible for the ages—if mere humans

were putting it together—there would undoubtedly be effusive descriptions and details of these

divine agents. But God’s Word is written with an economy of words and a logical consistency of

method. Nowhere do we find chunks of Scripture singularly devoted to angels. Every reference

to angels in the Bible is incidental to a greater topic. Yet even with this observation, we don’t

lack for angelic material.• Angels are active in Genesis, appearing in various forms at the gates

of Eden, to Hagar, to Abraham, to Lot and the inhabitants of Sodom, and to Jacob. After Jacob,

there’s little mention of angels in the Pentateuch until we encounter the angel of the Lord, who



accompanied Israel through the wilderness, and that “angel” was likely the preincarnate Christ

Himself.6• Judges has two prominent angel stories, and in subsequent books there are a few

incidents involving angels in the careers of Saul, David, and Solomon. We also have another

cluster of angelic sightings during the times of Elijah and Elisha.• The Psalms give us a handful

of precious verses about angels, though there are few references to angels in Proverbs or the

other poetical books in the center of the Bible.• Isaiah and Ezekiel had dramatic encounters

with angels. The book of Daniel is full of angels, as is Zechariah. Few of the other Minor

Prophets refer to angels.
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singerway48*, “Guardians of an Awesome God. This book has put what the Bible tells us about

all angels into a well-written presentation. It is easy to read and understand. Mr. Morgan's

words are encouraging and bring happy, peaceful thoughts for the future of each one who

believes in God's Plan for Man, while the non-believers will not have good futures ahead.”

Bookwoman, “not what I was expecting. I love the illustrations in this book and the stories,

(many from the Bible) are very nice. I was actually looking for a book about everyday

intervention of angels into the lives of humans in the vein of "Unsolved Miracles." Other than

that one small disappointment (still looking!) the book makes a nice table book and the stories

are nice.”

Michael Dalton, “1/2 good. Half the book is good biblical based......I do not care for the last part

of the book.....in my opinion, if it is not based on scripture, then I do not care to base my faith

on unscriptural parts.....”

Frances C. Kauffman, “Angels. If you checked my purchases you would note that I bought a

number of this book to give to family and friends. That should tell you how much I liked it and

have had a positive response from those to whom I have already given a copy.”
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brcaslmn -Florence, OR, “Another great book by Robert J Morgan. Great stories about angels

from the Bible and in the present day. In depth review of angels and their role in the Bible.

Great stories of people's experiences in present times. The seen and unseen protection they

provide.”

ohfor50, “An awakening to what may surround us. This is a beautiful, inspirational book. My

close friend had the devastating experience seeing her daughter die recently. Her daughter

enjoyed painting angels. This was a perfect gift for my friend.The true experiences, the

scripture references make it a meaningful joy to read. I have since given several copies as

gifts.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “good. good thank you”

John Gillam, “Great inspiration. A unique book which lends the possibility that God employs

both angels and humans in an effort to help those in need.”

The book by Robert J. Morgan has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 36 people have provided feedback.
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